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City denies fraternity zoning request
BY jONATHAN OLIVER
EDITOR•N<HifJ AND

KELLY I. HICKS
VIEWPOINT EDITOI

The Alpha Sigma Phi frater·
nity will not be calling themselves homeowners anytime
soon.
The fraternity applied for a
"conditional-use" permit in a
residential zone. The committee which deals with zoning
unanimously denied their
request stating that granting
the permit would change the
neighborhood's intent.
"They felt it was in the best
interest of the city and neighborhood to deny this request,"
said Butch Seargent, director of
planning and engineering.
Seargent said a conditionaluse permit has conditions
applied to it, which, if not fol·

lowed, could lead to the permit
being revoked.
Local residents went before
the board to speak out against
another fraternity moving into
their neighborhood.
"There were 25 citizens who
were opposed, even though
there are four other fraternity
and sorority houses already in
the area," said Robert Blaisdell,
president of Alpha Sigma Phi.
· "They (citizens) were worried
about the noise level, and that
their property value would
decrease if they chose to sell
one day," Blaisdell said.
~ey (citizens) didn't seem
willing to give us a chance, and
I can't really say I blame them,"
Blaisdell said. "If I were in
their position with an estab·
lished home and family, I'm not
sure I would not be willing to
live next to a fraternity house,

attended the meeting.
Sheeks was concerned about
the increase in noise levels and
his property value.
"It would bring the my prop·
erty value down,• Sheeks said,
"because no one wants to live
this close to a fraternity house."
"The problem with fraternities is they have no business
hours. There are people coming
and going all night, blowing
horns and slamming doors,"
Sheeks said. "If you had 72
nuns going in and out of a
house at all hours of the day, it
would still be distracting."
Blaisdell said the community
has some misconceptions
toward the fraternity.
"I think they had a stereotypical attitude towards us based
on various experiences and
things they've heard," Blaisdell
said, "but we were planning to

Jonathan Oliver/Editor-in·Chlef

Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity had plans to move Into this house on
MaJn Street before the zoning commission voted It down.

either."
Some of the citizens who
spoke out against granting the
permit were~ professors or

retired professors from MSU.
Wayne Sheeks, retired professor of philosophy at Murray
State, lives in the area and

fix the place up, maybe paint a
little and plant some trees."
"We were willing to work out
any problems that would come.
up," Blaisdell said.
Paul Radke, the Alpha Sigma
Phi adviser, said he was disappointed for the young men
because they wotked hard to
find a home for themselves.
"It is obvious the greek system is not wanted in the
Murray community," Radke
said, "and it's an issue the
University must address."
Radke said the gto}lP is currently seeking avenues of
appeal.
"The guys are pretty down
about this, but they understand
the situation and they handled
themselves like gentlemen,"
Radke said. "The Murray State
community can be proud of
them."

V.P. appointment
raises questions

WORKIN' 9 TO 5

BY JONATHAN OLIVER
EDITOR•IN-CHIEF

Despite what may be a failure to follow University poli·
cies, President Kern Alexander
plans to proceed with a
quest
to
~emo'ie

Danny

the

interim title
from
John
Fitzgibbon.
Alexander
will propose
FITZGIBBON
today that
the Board of
Regents officially name Fitzgibbon to the
position of vice president of
University relations
and
administrative services. He has
served as interim vice president since October 1993.
However, debate has arisen
surrounding the fact that the
position was not advertised or
posted for applications to be
submitted.
According to the Murray
State University Personnel

Voweii/Photo Editor

Policies
and
Procedures
Manual, "If a temporary staff
position is not advertised
and/or posted and is later
approved to be a regular position, it must be advertised
and/or posted prior to filling on
a permanent basis."
But Alexander sees it differently.
"There is no University
requirettlent (to advertise or
post the position)," he said. "If
someone is already in the position we don't conduct the
search and waste the money."
Alexander also said the position does not fall under the
requirements set forth in the
procedures manual.
"This is by definition not a
temporary position," he said.
James Booth, provost and
vice president of academic and
student affairs, agreed that the
search is expensive and time
consuming.
"If we have a person who has
served in an interim position
admirably then to carry out a
See APPO INTMENT/14

With temperatures climbing into the upper 60's Wednesday, the perfect opportunity was p rovided for entrepreneur and student
jeff Plskos, senior from Paris, Tenn., to try and make a little extra spending money. It also allowed him to catch up on studies.

Recent concerts fail to attract crowds
BY )AKE BuRGESS

the show have not been. paid
yet so the amount of the loss is
not yet available.
Morgan said that the conStudent Government Association
tract
with Lawrence called for
determines ticket prices by adding
him to get paid for his perfora flat fee of $10,000 to the cost of
mance. An additional clause in
the act. Then, they take the
the contract stipulates that he
number of seats and divide that
receive 85 percent of ticket
number by $10,000 to determine
sales after all expenses are
paid for- such as security and
the cost of each seat.
catering. The contract also
Soun::e· Jean!& Morgan
Chad E. Holder/Graph:ICS Ecitor called for SGA to receive 20
percent of the merchandise sold
back bleachers were $15.
and if he canceled one semester at the show, which is a stan"With him (Lawrence) being then he might do it again," said dard rate.
hospitalized I think people JeffFnrmer, junior from Elkton
Another problem with the
.might be afraid that he might on why there might have been show was that the stage used
not come the second time, or a small turn out. "We are not by Lawrence extended out to
they might have made other going to see him.".
center court of Racer Arena,
plans," said Jeanie Morgan,
The Lawrence concert was leaving less room for floor
coordinator of student activi- the first country show hosted seats.
by SGA that lost money
ties.
See CONCERTS/14
"He canceled last semester Morgan :-;aid. All the bills from

That's the Ticket. ..

STAFFWRIHR

The recent low ticket sales of
the Tracy Lawrence, Rick
Trevino and David Ball concert
coupled with the recent loss of
the
Student
money by
Government
Association
prompted questions as to the
quality of acts being brought to
Murray State.
The
first
scheduled
Lawrence, Trevino, Ball concert on Nov. 12 was canceled
due to illness. The concert sold
2,000 reserved seating tickets
for $20 and a number of $15
general admission seats.
The second show was
rescheduled for Feb. 11, and all
the seats were reserved. The
floor seats were $20, the side
bleachers were $18 and the

News
SGA recently voted down an
increase in its GPA
requirement for officers.

Living the Greek life
Fraternities and sororities have
long been a part of
university life. Murray
State is no exception.
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B. Vice President for Student
Affairs
C. Associate VP for
Administrative Services
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A.

Finance/Audit Committtee
II. Budget Planning for the
next academic year
Ill. Parking Fee Changes
Student Life Committee

IV. Constitution and By-laws of
Student Government Association
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Sports

College Life

Grades a no go
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Board of Regents Agenda
for Feb'ruary 23, 1996
General Committee
I. Job Title Changes:

Tech wrecks MSU
Marcus Brown's scoring mark
was overshadowed
by Tennessee Tech's
win Monday night.
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International entertainment

WEEK IN PREVIEW

The MSU International Student Organization is holding its
annual international buffet in the Curtis Center ballroom at 1
p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 25.
The event will feature a variety of food and entertainment
from several countries. Many international students will participate by preparing recipes from their home countries, and wear·
ing their national or traditional dress.
Entertainment after the buffet will include international students taking part in singing, dancing and other talent displays
from their native cultures.
Admission to the festivities is by advance ticket sales only
from the Center for International Programs. Tickets are $7 for
adults and $5 for students and children.

Friday, February 23
•Relationships - Black student council male/female relationships
Part II. 7-9 p.m., Mississippi Room, Curris Center.
•Cinema International - "The Shop Around the Comer," 7:30 p.m .,
Curris Center Theater. Admission is free
•Band - Quad State Senior High Band Festival/Symphonic Wind
Ensemble concert, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
-competition - KAEA Western Kentucky Regional high school art
competition, (through March 12), Eagle Gallery.

Saturday, February 24
•Antique tractor pull - West Kentucky Exposition Center, 1 p.m.
.Cinema International - "The Shop Around the Corner," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater.Admission is free.
•Dance- Black student council dance, 10 p.m. - 2 a.m., Long John
Silver's, Curris Center.

Conference celebrates women
Celebrate Women is a one-day conference to recognize the contributions of women to society. The conference will feature several workshops and informational sessions geared toward
women, business Bn:d social issues. The conference will take
place on Tuesday, March 5, from 8:30a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Cums Center.
The Celebrate Women annual luncheon pre-registration deadline is Feb. 28. Victoria Fortner will be the keynote speaker at
the luncheon in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Registration fees for the luncheon are $15 for all sessions, or
$25 for both the luncheon and the day of sessions. Students'
lunches are only $5 or $2.10 with a declining balance plan, and
they (students) may attend the sessions free of charge.
For more information, or to register call 759-9090.

Sunday, February 25
-concert - Daniel Heifetz, violinist, will present a concert, 3:30
p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
•African-American Heritage Programming on WKMS - On
Sacred Ground-Part II, 5 p.m. The singing group Sweet Honey in
the Rock celebrates the 22nd anniversary of the group's ·founding.

Tuesday, February 27
•Meeting- Environmental Action Coalition, 6 p.m ., room 251,
Blackburn.
•Festival - Quad State Middle School choral festival, 6:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Ballroom.
•Bowl - Black student council will sponsor the Black History
Knowledge Bowl, 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater.
•Lecture- Dan Quayle, 7:30p.m., Lovett Auditorium.

Candlebox tickets on sale
Ground Zero promotions presents Candlebox live, Friday,
March 1, at 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium with special guest
Seaweed.
Tickets are on sale at Terrapin Station-Murray, Disc Jockey·
Paducah, Betsy's Hallmark-Benton, Primetime Video-Mayfield
and DJ's Music-Paris, Tenn. Advanced tickets are $18, $19 at
the door. All seats are general admission.
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Wednesday, February 28
•Meeting- College Republican meeting, 4:30p.m., Tennessee
Room, Curris Center.
•Exhibition - Katherine Stinchcomb, one person exhibition, Curris
Center Gallery.

Andy lee/Staff

Joey Gottbrath, senior from Louisville, Ky., sculptures for his

a raduation show In April, In the Applied Science building.

I

Counselor training begins
LifeHouse Care Center for Women will begin its seven-week
volunteer counselor training program on Thursday, March 7.
Training will take place at 1508 Chestnut St. in Murray, next
to Murray Christian Fellowship, from 6 to 9 p.m.
LifeHouse Care Center for Women is a non-profit Christian
ministry dedicated to helping women and girls facing unplanned
pregnancy.

Studying abroad information
An information booth for students who want to know about a
new organization for students who have traveled abroad, ~ll
be set up Monday through Thursday from 11 a.m to 3 p.m. on
the second floor of the Curris Center.

Grants and fellowship deadline

Thursday, February 29

The deadline for applications to the MSU Committee on
Institutional Studies and Research for faculty and staff, Regular
Research Grants and for the Presidential .Research Fellowships
is 4:30 p.m. on March 6.
For further information, interested faculty should contact
their collegiate representatives to the committee, or Dr. Peter
Whaley, chair C.I.S.R., in 205 Wilson Hall or call 762-2408.

•Information- Adults Belong in College information night, 6 p.m.,
Curris Center.
•Meeting · AA(KYCYPAA) meeting at 6:30p.m., Ohio Room, Curris
Center. Future host of the Kentucky conference for Young People
in Alcoholics Anonymous.
•On-campus debate - The Speech and Debate team's second
debate, topic: Affirmative Action, 7 p.m., Freed Curd Auditorium.
•African-American Heritage Programming ·On WKMS Highlights of the Gateway Festival, 7 p.m. Music by AfricanAmerican classical musicians performed in concert at the three-day
festival in Rochester, N.Y.
eCinemalntemettonal • "Guelwaar," 7~30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. No admission charge.
•Speaker- The Black poetic society of Cleveland, Ohio, will be performing, 8 p.m., in the small Ballroom in the Curris Center.

Legislative public forum
.State ~n, Jeff fi~. D~~ytield, aQ.d sUtte ~s. Ramsey
(Monis, bhiopkinsville, anti-Freed Cufd, D-Murray1 W111 answer
questions about the current legislative session at a public forum,
Saturday, Feb. 24, at 10 a.m., in Cadiz City Hall.

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
for further information dial

Health Line

762•3809
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30,p.m.
This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept. .._........__

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071·3301
World Wide Web http://www.thenews.org
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Join the
1996-97
Shield Staff

Playhouse in the Park
proudly presents
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&une~

Come join the 1996-97 SHIELD Staff.
The SHIELD is taking applications for the
1997 yearbook staff. Come by the SHIELD
office in Wilson I-Iall, rooms 116 or 121 and
pick up an application TODAY!
Applications are due by 4:30 p.m.
Friday, March 1.

from
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Don't Miss These
"Bits 0' The Bard!"
adapted and directed
by
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Editor-in-Chief
Sports Editor
Assistant Editor
Design Editor
Album Editor
Systems Manager
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Photographers
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Skip Hamra

Sponsored by
Vanderbilt Chemical
Feb.23,24,25
Mar. 1, 2, 3

~ Reservations 759-1752

~

Adults $6

Seniors $5

Students $4
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Friday & Saturday at 8 p.m., Sunday at 2 p.m.
The Playhouse 1n the Park programming 1s fundecJ in part by grants from the
Kentucky Arts Council. a state agency.
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SGA votes down grade increase
BY ScoTT NANNEY
SI:NIOlt STAFF WRITtl &

''

j ESSICA RAY
STAFF WRITER

A proposal to increase the
grade point average require·
ment for Student Government
Association officers from 2.0 to
2.5 was voted down by SGA
Feb. 14.
The vote required a two-third.
majority to pass. The vote was
seven officers for, and 10
against the increase.
Student
Government
President Brum Kassing said
the proposal was a positive
effort that brought out some
interesting points.
"I think it was a good policy
that brought out some interesting questions," he said. "As for
the questions it brought up, I
would be interested in trying to
find out how all students felt
before something like that went

The question is what
standard do we want to hold.
SGA is an elite group.
The standards have to be high.

'

jerry "Bubba" Rust
through Student Government."
The increase, proposed by
Election Ways and Means
Senator Jerry "Bubba" Rust, a
graduate student from Logan
County, would have taken
effect in the 1996-97 election
year.
It would require all the officers to have a cumulative GPA
of 2.5 the semester before elected, and maintain that GPA
while in office.

Rust said the increase would
put SGA at the same academic
standards as other on campus
organizations.
"The question is what standard do we want to hold," Rust
said. "SGA is an elite group.
The standards have to be high er.
"My basis was that , to be successful in a leadership role, you
must also be s uccessful academically. If you'r e just barely

making your grades, I think
you should spend mor e time
studying than you would in a
leadership role," he said.
Rust said he thinks the proposal was turned down because
of its limiting factors.
"One of the reasons I think it
was turned down was because
some people th ought that it
would be limiting some people
th e opportunity to get a leadership role."
Although the proposal was
denied, Rust said he believes
this to be an important issue
and plans to discuss the possibility of putting this issue on
the ballot at the next SGA election.
"The only thing I'm looking at
now is h aving it put on the ballot with the SGA election,
where the students could vote
yes or no to the increase," he
said.

Booster club seeks prize
organization. Team member Marcus Reed
said he hopes they sell all of the tickets
this year.
The MSU Rodeo Booster Club and stu"Every little bit helps," he said. Last
dent rodeo organization are selling 1,000 year the two groups raised approximately
tickets for the second annual March Raftle. $15,000.
Prizes and gift certificates were donated
Tickets are $20 and will remain on sale
or
purchased by the Booster Club from
until March 1. The winning numbers will
Sears,
Wal-Mart, Red Oaks Bridles to
correspond with the winning daily Pick 3
Britches,
State Line Western World,
game from the Kentucky Lottery. Prizes
People's
First
of Calloway County, People's
range in value from $200 to $800.
Bank, Republic Bank and United
MSU Rodeo Booster Club vice-president Commonwealth Bank.
Mark Watkins said the odds of winning
The prizes consist of gas grills,
are high. Each ticket offers the holder 31
microwave
ovens, a washer and dryer,
chances to win.
chest freezers, a 3.6 cubic ft. refrigerator, a
Proceeds from the rame are put into vacuum and dishwasher from Kenmore; a
scholarship funds for the student rodeo 27 inch Magnavox TV, a Sony stereo with
BY THERESA BUCkiNGHAM

Washers still

CD player and speakers, an RCA VCR, a
Panasonic camcorder, and $200 shopping
sprees at Sears, State Line Western World,
and Red Oaks Bridles to Britches.
Paul Sharpe, manager of the Murray
Wal-Mart, supports donating items to
causes like the raffie.
"It's just part of what we do for the community," he said.
For more information on buying tickets,
call Watkins at (502) 492-8861 or at (901)
498-8006.
'

Tl!.e next National Intercollegiate Rodeo
will be held March 21-23 at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center. Murray State
is the only team from Kentucky represented in the NIRA.

A better choice in contact tenses.

75¢

February 16
2:24 a.m. An MSU Public Safety officer stopped a vehicle near Franklin
Hall, the driver had been operating the vehicle in a suspicious manner.
The vehicle attempted to escape and another public safety officer was
called in and struck by the fleeing vehicle. After a long chase involving
Public Safety, the Murray Police Department and the Calloway County
Sheriffs Department, the eluding vehicle was stopped at the Holland
Cemetery Road on Highway 94 East. The Driver, MSU student William
N. Smith of Rsherville, was arrested and charged with operating a motor
vehicle under the influence of alcohol, reckless driving, operating a motor
vehicle without headlights, eluding police officers, speeding, third degree
assault with a motor vehicle. second degree wanton endangerment,
leaving the scene of an accident and disregarding numerous traffic control devices. Eric A. Aihl, MSU student from Murray, a passenger in the
vehicle, was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
4:22 a.m. Because of snowy weather, ground crews were called out.
4:27 p.m. There was smoke coming from an apartment in College
Courts. Murray-Calloway County Fire Department was dispatched by
911 . The smoke was caused by a cook stove that was on fire. The smoke
was directed out of the apartment, minor damage was reported.
7:35 p.m. A person fled from Waterfield library with stolen items.
February 17
7:10 p.m. There was an auto accident in the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
No injuries were reported.

Rodeo team sells raffle tickets to raise needed funds
REPORTER

February 15
1 :27 p.m. There was an auto accident at the Curris Center. No Injuries
were reported.
11:40 p.m. Citations were issued to Billy J. Young, 304 N. 4th St., for not
having a license plate and not having a registration receipt.
11:45 p.m. Christln A. Woods, 1504 Dudley Dr., was issued citations for
possession of alcoholic beverages and permitting another person to
operate a vehicle without proper registration.

Expmmce !.he dtfftUncc of ACUVUE• Disposable
ConlaCl l..cnses or SUREVUE• Contactl..cnscs.
ACUVUE is tht contact lens you never have to
clem. You JU$t replace your lenses once a wttk
wtlh a clem. frob pau SUREVUE IS the cU!Iy
~ar, easy care lens you replace wtth fresh new
lenses ncry two weeks Both are surpnsmgly
affordable. You get convcmence and comfort Cor

February 18
4:10p.m. A complaint was filed on persons at Waterfield Library on roller
blades.
February 19
3:50a.m. A domestic complaint was received from Franklin Hall. Nothing
was found.
2:59 p.m. There was an auto accident where Chestnut St. joins the
Curris Center parl<ing lot. No Injuries were reported.
February 20
3:23 p.m. Andrew S. Vaughn, of Morganfield, was arrested and lodged
in the Calloway County District Jail. Vaughn was charged with operating
a vehicle on a suspended license and having an expired license plate.
5:49 p .m. A magazine salesman was reported in the area of College
Courts. The salesman was escorted off campus.
Racer Patrol Escorts- 14
Motor Assists-&
Information for Pollee Beat was gathered and compiled by The Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

This space could be yours!·

Call 762-4478
•
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Call our office
and ask about a

FREE TRIAL PAIR.

Lpundry Service & Alterations

Congratulations

Eye Care

®i9)®©~@0UH®

, Dr. Kevin M. Adams

308 S. 12th St.

GET YOUR ORGANIZATION
GOING IN THE RIGHT
DIRECTION.

to the 1996-1997
Alpha Gamma Delta officers
Kim Sutton
V.P. ScHOLARSHIR: ~. ~elony Stambaugh
V.P. MEMBERSHift ~ Michelle Brooks
VP REcR~ENT-~Y.·tiea.th'
er Hawkins
-;, ::
~\ SECRiffARt<·~B,rigge\~0 Taylor
:··;. ~ TFEA.sllliE1t;:~m'ari.~. Moore
PRESIDENT-

szoo Off

lay Compact Dlsct
cta•lon

Your dA?'A.~

Sl 00 011

<$ .._...~

Any Cassette Tapet
Expires March 7

Car Stereo -Custom Installation

Advertise in

Coupon good towards purchase of regular priced merchandise only. not
valid in combination with any other specials, discounts or offers.
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Leigh :Ann Faith
PuBLICITY Cool?.DINATOR- R. a<::p¢.1'
.
Taniges
ACTIVIITES COORDINATOR- Nancy Miles
fJIILA/\71-IROPY REPRESEl'irATIVE- Billie . Gooder
. PURCHASING COORDINATOR- Kelly Gree"n ·
GuARDS- Beth Ann Boyer, Jessica Russell, Deedie Stokes

University Branch
15 10 Ch estnut St.
753-4295 or 753-0228

Hours
Monday- Friday 6 a.m .- 10 p.m .
Saturday 2 p.m. - 8 p.m .
Sunday 5p.m . - 10 p.m .

12th St. Branch
209 N. 12 th St.
759-9622 .or 759-9699

Hours
Monday - Thursday
5:30a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday 5:30 a.m. - 8 p.m .
Saturday 7 a.m . - 2 p.m.
Sunday Noon - 5 p.m.
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VIEWPOINT.

IN OUR OPINION

Reader responds t o humor Oinission

GPA requirement
valid argument

1

It is a small wonder the Student Governmen t
Association voted down a grade point average
requirement increase for its members.
Letting the officers set their own grade point
average makes as much sense as letting
Congressmen vote themselves a pay raise.
Why not let them vote on how much their tuition
will be annually.
The argument that it would limit student representation is not very valid.
Since there would be a specific GPA required, surely there are students on this campus with a grade
point average higher than 2.5 who are interested in
participating in student government.
Other organizations and student w01·kers on campus do not have the luxury of participating in the
decision of a GPA increase. That decision is usually
left up to the department faculty members to establish.
The Executive Council should take steps to put
this issue on the ballot in the next election and let
the st.udent body decide what standards they want
their representatives to meet.

To the editor:

prejudice and homophobia. We
don't think AIDS is funny. It's a
In response to Mark Dorr's disease, it's not "gay" or
"Junior High ..." editorial Feb. "straight."
16, no Mark, I'm sorry. It isn't
It's a terrible disease and we
funny.
are sorry that Pedro Zamora
You can't expect us to laugh died of it. Not funny, Mark, not
jus t because you drop your at all. We know that one can
pants and make an utter fool of get AIDS from French kissing
yourself. As a great queen once and "you (SIC) first sexual consaid, "we are not amused."
quest" too, heterosexual or
The sad thing is, you seem to homosexual.
think it's funny. Humor is deli·
"Sexual confusion" doesn't
cate; when it dies the stench is make us laugh either, Mark.
horrid. But then just who do young people who do happen to
you think your audience is?
be lesbian or gay kill themThis is a col1ege, Mark-a col· selves at a 50 percent higher
lege. You are not writing a col- rate because of homophobia.
lum (SIC) for a bunch of knuckThose young people feel isole-dragging morons.
lated and condemned because
We know something; we are the misinformed and prejunot stuffed to the gills with diced (some of them in pulpits)

The Murray State News
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say that being gay or lesbian is
bad or evil. Suicide is not
funny, Mark. We are not
amused. But likely I have said
enough. I will not refer to your
errors in grammar or punctuation (copy editor?}-your readers know about that.
I'll leave alone the racism in
your remark about Oprah and
ham.
Nor will I refer to the glorification of rape that is implied in
"...jammed your tongue down
her throat....sexual conquest."
ru just conclude by saying
that some of us do believe that
God is one of us-we call ourselves Christians.
Robert H. Allen,
Lecturer, English

Rule manipulations run
rampant in college athletics
The NCAA has had its hands full over the years
with allegations, investigations, violations and other
var ious wrongdoings concerning collegiate athletic
programs all over the nation.
But a fascinating example of schools and athletic
programs bending the rules that will not reach the
front page of any newspaper or be looked into by
NCAA .i nvestigators lies in the world of collegiate
rifle team competitions.
To virtually guarantee a spot in t he NCAA
Championships, top teams have been padding their
rosters to get the most out of their qualifying scores.
But without sending officials to report scores from
sectional meets, the NCAA is unable to prevent
teams from switching their lineups around to gain
an advantage towards going to the national finals.
Elvis Green, MSU's rifle team head coach of 15
years, has made sure to use only the scores shot by
the shooters that he designates for his qualifying
squad. A former NCAA RiLle Committee president,
Green follows the rules so that teams like Austin
P eay State, who can only field an air rifle squad, are
not further burdened in their quests to qualify at the
national level.
Green's example is a beacon of hope in an otherwise uneven playing field plagued with trickery.
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Animals have rights too
To the editor:
I will always remember the
small, dead, squint-eyed, black
and pink. piglet I purchased in
a see-through plastic pouch for
$9 from a shelf at the back of
the campus bookstore.
I remember tying the four
tiny cloven hooves to the edge
of the dissection tray with rubber bands, and the animal
lying there prostrate, splaylegged, tongue protruding.
I remember the first incision
down the chest and belly, the
soft skin splitting open.
My pig was just one of some
six million vertebrate animals
killed that year in the United
States for use in dissections.
This year will be no different.
New shipments of cats from
the streets and shelters, frogs
from the marshes, dogfish from
the gill nets, and fetal pigs
from the slaughterhouse will
arrive for the general biology
or the comparative anatomy
courses.
Dissecting trays will be
pulled out of cupboards and
slithery, lifeless bodies will be
plunked onto them. Sometime
this s pring or fall , the smell of
formaldehyde will permeate
the biology halls as the annual
ritual of dissection is once
again carried out.
In many physiology labs, too,
the life will flicker and die out
from sentient ,c reatures while
students look on with mixed
emotions.
Pithing probes and circular
sawo will invade the bodies of
frogs and turtles so that their
still-moving body parts can be
watched and manipulated.
Once again, animals will be

made lifeless, both literally
and symbolically. Their bodies
will be used and then discarded.
I also remember asking
JDyself if all of this is okay.
Should an animal die so that I
can see exactly how a pancreas
connects to a small intestine?
Does my education justify the
gassing of a stray, abandoned
or lost cat, the "harvesting" of
wild frogs, or the exsanguination (bleeding out) of a pregnant mother pig? Will this
exercise foster respect for the
environment in my generation
of policy makers? Is it possible
to affirm life while extinguish·
ing it? I eventually answered
"no."
By the time I was a graduate
student teaching biology labs, I
made sure my students gave
thought to these matters and
decided
for
themselves
whether they would dissect.
Many of them wouldn't.
They had to submit a state·
ment to the course coordinator
explaining their objection to
the exercise, and they had to
study the organisms using
alternative materials and take
the exam like all the other students.
The conscientious objectors
didn't buy a pig, they didn't
dissect, and they did well on
the exam.
To lhis day I find it ironic
that it is the student who
chooses not to participate in
the destruction of an animal's
life who must justify his or her
position, when the converse
would seem to make more
sense.
If you are to take a course in
which animals will be harmed,

you, too, should not be led to
believe that you need do so to
become a good scientist.
As a student and as a human
being; you are entitled to an
education consistent with your
sincere beliefs, and there are
many ways to learn animal
structure and function that
don't involve the termination of
an animal's life.
Today, there is an abundance
of computer programs, enROMs, videodiscs, models, selfstudy modules, charts and
manuals to help you learn
without harming any animals.
The Humane Society of the
United States can provide you
with a list of a dozen published
reports showing that students
learn anatomy, and other biology lessons, equally or better
using alternatives than they do
by dissecting animals or harm·
ing them in other ways.
It is only by speaking out
that you will make a difference. As your college experience unfolds, invest in it with
your conscience as well as your
mind.
If you believe it's time for a
change in how animals fit into
college education, do your part
to bring about change.
As Margaret Mead once said:
"Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world;
indeed, it's the only thing that
ever has."

Dr. Jonathan Balcombe,
Associate Director of
Education, Humane Society of
the United States
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upsets
·alumn a
To the editor:
I would like to express my
disappointment in The Murray
State News.
Since
graduating
from
Murray State in May 1994, I
subscribed to the News to keep
up with the paper I once wrote
for and to watch MSU's equestrian team , which I was a
member of, progress.
During the paRt two years, 1
have not seen a single story
about the equestrian team.
I know it is not as popular a
spectator sport as ba.sketba11 or
football, but I also know it has
always been more successful
than some other ,MSU teams
which get a lot of coverage in
your paper- although I have to
give the football team credit
where credit is due!
The equestria n t eam is
unique, nationally recognized,
ranked, and believe it or not,
puts Murray State on the map
as far as small schools go.
I came to MSU from New
Jersey, where Murray State
was not known for its basketball team, its football team or
anything for that matter! But
to us "horse people," MSU is
weB-known nationwide for its
equestrian team.
If not for the s port itself, the
equestrian team signifies
Murray State's mascot and
epitomizes what the entire
state of Kentucky is known for.
I understand, since I haven't
read about it, the equestrian
team baa gone through some
hardships. But I'm ,sure it is
still excelling.
It has always sent people to
the national championships,
and it always places high at
zones and regional championships.
I doubt this year is any different. Of course, if you would
. published stories about the
team, I would know for sure.
I hope your lack of coverage
does not mean the team no
longer exists. However, if the
team is now obsolete, I would
think you would have written
an article about what a great
loss the team would be to MSU.
I'd hate to think the only reason stories were published
about the team in the past was
because I was involveu with
the team while I was working
for the Murray State News.
But, it's never too late to let
• your readers know about this
special team.
Springtime is a busy time for
the team, and I'm sure it would
appreciate a story or two.

J ennifer Stewart
Clarksville, Tenn.

The Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
letters should be 300
words or less and must be
signed.
Contributors should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for verification. Please include
hometown, o4assification,
title or relation to the
University.
To submit a guest commentary call 762-4468.
The News reserves the
right to edit for style and
length.
Published letters are
kept on file for Inspection
in The News office in
~lson Hall.
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Amy Ponder/ Assistant managing editor

The above Is a part of the Greek Court found at Eastern Illinois University. The building houses Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and
Delta Zeta sorority. Murray State officials are working on a proposal for Instituting a modified version of this housing system at MSU.

New lottery system to assist
in honoring housing requests
those numbers down further
into the number of members
from each class which the
Paula Hulick, director of ratios will accom.nlodate.
housing, said one of the
"The student Will rank
important things students from first to ninth their
need to remember as the res- choice of balls," Hulick said.
idential college system imple- "They will also be able to
mentation nears, is to secure request a roommate, and
housing by completing the that's the thing we're going to
residence halls reservation try to honor as best we can."
cards and turning them in.
The roommate request
She said students wilt
cards
will then be matched. If
receive the cards along with
an
upperclassman
a'nd
the building breakdown,
underclassmen
choose
to
which will specify particular
their
request
room
together,
floors and wings designated
will be grouped under the
to males or females.
upperclassman's
status.
In addition to giving the
On Apr. 17, 18 and 19 the
male to female ratios found
in each college, it will break housing office will draw cards
AMY PONDER

ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

from a lottery, honoring
requests in the order they are
drawn.
On the first day, senior
cards will be placed in the lot7
tery, followed by the junior
cards. The sophomore drawing will follow on the second
day, and freshmen will be
drawn on the final day.
Starting Mar. 22, students
who weren't placed in their
requested ball will be able to
sign up for a change.
Changes will be honored in
the order change requests are
flled upon cancellations.
Hulick said the housing
office is not guaranteeing private rooms at this time.

•
Murray State continu• to
look into the poallibility of a
University-ovmed
Greek
Court after making a second
vi$it to Eastern lllinois
University to e.val:uate it$
facilities. ·
·
The visit followed a trip
taken to EIU. by several MSU
otlicials.. Greek adviser$ and
G~k students over .the
ln addition to touring
Eastern's GJ"eek COunt which

brings all but three Greek
L ....
rooms.
organizations .t o 1ive togetlU:Jr
"Our organization is not a
on·· the edge of,.....;.~.;..•·
...· ·.;P,;.,.118.;.:•,..•_tb.;,..~...._......,_ _...._....., matter of
MSU repre:.
sen ta ti ves
aimed jXl f!val..
uate the feasi·
bility of·sueh
a faCility for
Greeks
at

Murnly State.

leads the organization, said
student
op1mons weighed
uro automatically assume about the same on each side of
The concept of a coeducationthat because the colleges are co-ed,
the co-ed living issue.
al living arrangement has run
Despite concerns about the
men and women will be free flowing
the gamut of impressions since
implementation of co-ed living,
it was introduced as part of the
there are current students and
together is not true, and I think it
residential college plan.
incoming freshmen who supA committee of University
discredits our student body.
port the plans.
officials working towards the
Josh Cockrelle, sophomore
Don Robertson
fall implementation of the resifrom Kirkwood, Mo., feels the
dential college system have
institution of the co-ed living
composed a list of responses to
plan
shows responsibility on
that because the colleges are co-ed, men
questions from faculty and students.
the
part
of
the
University
and he thinks
"Residential colleges reflect the diversity and women will be free flowing together is the flexibility of the rules will make things
of the entire University population and not true, and I think it discredits our stu- run smoother in the colleges.
therefore are made up of males and dent body.
"If they're worried about girls in guys'
"Our feelings are that it is not going to be
females," the committee said.
rooms
or vice versa, no matter where
While the university has set goal truly co-ed,"Robertson continued.
you're
at
it's going to happen," he said.
The main concern expressed by many
towards diversifying life, some members of
Carrie
Barger, an incoming freshman
the Murray community, and current stu- current students is safety, but Robertson student from Huntingdon, Tenn ., said she
said that research shows it is safer and it
' . dents are expressing concern.
feels fine about living in a co-ed dorm, and
helps
reduce vandalism.
Rev. Richard Walker, former pastor of
''I just don't see how it can be completely her parents support the idea as well.
the First Baptist Church in Murray who
I am definitely okay with it," said Marsh
has been filling in this month, addressed safe," s'a id Jacque Abernathy, sophomore Barger, Carrie's mother. "1 trust Murray
the co-ed arrangements two weeks ago in from Paducah. "I . don't feel comfortable State to have the rules and regulations
with the idea of co-ed living at all."
his Sunday sermon.
that go along with co-ed dorms."
Robertson said safety precautions are
Walker says many students have
Paul Naberezny, head of the internal
being taken.
approached him with concerns as well.
governance subcommittee, said the faculty
"Our goal is to expand the door access heads, which are anticipated to be named
"I think co-ed living is contrary to the
system,"
Robertson
said.
Ideally, by March 1, will also enhMce the safety
will and word of God," he said. "We are
Robertson
said,
the
system
would
be and environment of co-ed living.
praying for those that are responsible
arranged
so
that
only
certain
individuals
because they are being led and it's not by
"Our goal is to increase educational
could use the cards.
God."
opportunities and help students deal with
"There are those whose value systems
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship has been issues through the faculty heads," he said.
are such that they will feel that way," said conducting surveys to detennine student
"It is not cohabitationalliving,.it is coedDr. Don Robertson associate vice pres. of opinions on residential colleges.
ucational," he said. "We know that there
student affairs. "To automatically assume
Mark Randall , a campus minister who will be some problems starting out."
BY AMY PONDER

''

'

·r

pan~. At EIU occu~ ~ 34
for the'NPC organizations aM
12 for the NfHC gr0u~.
Chapters failing to reach
minimum· occupancy, may
have to Allow Non-~ stU~
dents to live in their houses if
it there is an· over--occupancy
in the residence hallS.
However, Kellr Miller, coordinator of EltJ's Greek Court,
noted is not the ea$e at this
poinL
Wa.lket sees rv.tential U:t an
.MSU Greek C~rt, but he is
concerned about some aspects
such as filling up all a\iailable

Bv AMY P6NDR'
ASSISTANT MANAGING IDITOl

~as b~

Community highlights pros, cons
on implementation of co-ed living
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

MSU officials,
Greeks review
.Greek Court

Those mak•
ing the trip
last
week
included, DOn
Roli~rtson,

nw.nbeJ's 80

''

·

I think it would be

0

great opportunity to
improve and·enhance
Greek Life and
Greek opportunity
'
at (r1urray State. "
Edye Four;shee

~oclate vice

...._....,__

much

as

who we'-re
getting in,"
he said.
Robertson
is positive
about the
impact the
m o de I
could have
atMSU.

., think
president of ·~"'""'!'-~,.....-..
this idea
student
(the construction of an MSU
affairs~ Paula Hulick, director
Greek COurt) bas great potenof housing; Jim Baurer, advis· tial," Robertson said. "'The
er of the lntenraternity president is very interested in
Council; Ginny Richerson~ this plan.
adviser
of
Panhellenic
"Our sororities in particular
Council; 'Edye Fourshee, pres· are verY interested in pursuident of Panhellenic, ~an ing it, and I think it could be a
Walker, president <Jf Kappa real plus for our NPHC groups
Alpha Psi and Bonnie Mimms, as well," he said.
president of Sigma Gamma
Miller said that all ElU
Rho, , ,.
Following BfC1llp tour of sororities, and all but'three of
EIU's
'Greek..
Court, the fraterbities moved into
GTeek Court during the four
Robertso~ Baure,r and Hulick
met with EW oftlci,Js to gatb• phase implementation that
er information on funding, was completed last fall.
Fourshee. sees the chal·
strong points and weakneS$es
lenges
to be overcome if this
of the Greek housing system.
plan
is
to
beCOll)e a reality:. but
Robertson said the facilities
~:~he
remains
a strong advocost EIU abOut $65 per $Quare

a

foot;

cate.

He also said the firs~ of four
phases was paid for out af
reserves
(money
the
University had set aside in
e¥cess of operating and bond
payments). The , additional
phases were funded through
the refinancing and ·~issuing
of bonds.
Hulick said if .tbis proposal
is approved Murray State
would probably be look:4lg at a
much smaller version than
the Greek Court at EIU whicli
currently · houses over 600
Greeks,
She said the smalle~ version
would aid sororities and fra~
tetnities in reaching{ull occu-

"If it is feasible for the
University to do this, I think it
would be a great opportunity
to improve and enhance Greek
life and Greek opportunity at
Murray State," she said.
Robertson said Murray
State is still working on devel·
oping a proposal that will be
submitted to 'the Board of
Trustees and the University
.Foundation setting forth the
factS and fig1,1res.
Robertson said there are
many ways the housing could
be funded. He said resources
could be pooled between the
University the indiv-idual
Greek organizations.

------
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Regents provide free sweets

SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED

Board buys
$1000 of

"

'sugar cubes'
Bv MANDY

WotF

COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Scott Nanney/Staff
Freshman Corey Walker, from Almo, takes a break from playing soccer to give his dog,
Audrey, a drink of water Wednesday afternoon In the Quadrangle.

Runriing a little low on cash
this week? Come to the Sugar
Cube today and have breakfast
courtesy of the Board of
Regents.
Students may come to the
Sugar Cube and have $2 worth
of goodies for free.
The Board of Regents have
donated $1000 to the Sugar
Cube to show their appreciation for students.
Last November, the regents
donated $500 for student use at
the Sugar Cube.
Teri Benton, Food Services
catering manager, said it took
two days for the entire amount

day at the campus cafeteria
and wanted to do something
similar for students today.

He just wanted to
do something
to honor the
students. It's just
a gesture he
wanted to show
the students.

"He just wanted to do something to honor the students,"
said Sandra Rogers, assis tant
to President Alexander. "It's
just a gesture he wanted to
show the students."

"

Sandra Rogers

Clay Nichols, sophomore
from Paducah, works at the
Sugar Cube and said today will
bring many extra students to
the Curris Center.
"It's real busy during the
day," Nichols said. "There will
be long lines."

to be used last year.
The idea for the student
appreciation day stems from a
member of the Board of
Regents who wishes to remain
anonymous.
Benton said the Regent
remembered being a Murray
State student with little
money. Thinking baack on that
time, the benefactor remembered a student appreciation

Nichols said the Sugar Cube
may have to bring in extra help
to accomodate the extra customer patronage.
"I think that is really nice of
him," said Scott Hilton, sophomore from Louisville. "It's nice
to know that people remeber
what being a broke college student is like."

Residential colleges need PR Student Services will hold
multiettlturalism workshops

associate vice president of aca- there is a lot of information out
demic and student affairs, and there and it (the information) is
Denise Brockman on MSU TV available."
With the introduction of a 11," McClain said.
McClain suggested that sturesidential college system for
"'n addition, we've had radio dents with questions call Paula
Murray State, one of the coverage. We've done talk · Hulick, the director of housing
busiest groups on campus has shows and spot coverage. We or Brum Kassing who is the
become the public relations will continue to use these and students' representative on the
subcommittee.
other methods to get the infor- steering committee.
Thc
subcommittee
was mation out."
The subcommittee has also
formed in an effort to inform
Another information source attempted to get information
and address concerns related to for students has been a news out to the community.
the residential college system.
letter produced by Robertson's
"We don't just send the
Currently the committee is office addressing questions.
releases out to the campus,"
using several different methods
The subcommittee is in the McClain said. "They (press
to get information out. They process of putting together a releases) also go out to the comhave put out news releases on video about the residential col- munity, and the surrounding
general programs in an lege system. Its purpose is to area so the public can be
attempt to cover things that allow students who go to informed about what we are
will be part of residential life, address their peer groups to doing here at Murray State
such as rugby and soccer show it along with their demon· University, and the programs
games, said Sherry McClain, stration.
we are starting," McClain said.
"We will addreas 4ifferent
chair of. the subcommittee.
The community has also been
"i#
'
.
" ... , •
"We also ran an information , aspects as they begm to crystal· informed through the use of the
forum with Don Robertson, lize," McClain said. "I think radio programs, McClain said.
BY SARAH WIGHT

STAfF WRITER
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to hold different types of worbhoP!$. Many of

~

StWJ.ent SuPJ»Ql1 ~will hold tWQ worlt-

ahope fQr their memhets. one worbhop will
deal wi.ijl mul~ and the other with
~aid.

The ~ 111mta 180 MSU students
includia1 atwkofa 1flth ~ea. atudenttt
who meet Cifll'taili ~ piclelines, are studenw wbo .receiw tblaDCial aid and first gener-ation C!OlJia(l8 atude:tite. 'A ftnt •lJ81leration stu•
dent is a~ whoee panDta uver earned a
fout-y6ar ~-y~ ~ nslevantto every aapect

or~: said Dam~ Schwettman, department
anmael.,. ~t me8nl ~ at ourselvea dif-

,lerently aad how we c:an chan;e -ounelves."
She said t1Ua ii .:atep towatd ehanging val-

uelaMilleliefateiD&ft.-a•eaQw.
Student SUppO~.~ use 11 federal grant

the workshops deal with personal development
and academic awareness.
The financial aid workshop will be
Wednesday March 20 at 3 p.m. in the TRIO
building.
"The main goal is to ~t students to fill out
the fonns correctly, on time and then mailed to
the appropriate places," said Mary Jo Wallace,
learning specialist.
Velvet Wilso~ director of TRIO, will conduct
the workshop. She will go over the form Une by
line and explain problem areas. Wilson will
conduct the workshop in a group aetting and at
the end will be available to talk with anyone
who has queetione.
Wallace said students who do not get enough
financial aid will have a harder time staying in
school financially.
"W• don't want students to chop out because
-~~'ft0t--8Goueb money to
come to school,'' she said.

Off-Campus
Racer Card
Applications
Are Cpming!

THE TROPICS
are the only salon in Murray with

12 SUPER
32 Bulb Wolff Tanning Beds,
So we can guarantee you the best tan.

MSU Students
always get 10% off any package,
p I u s i f y o u m e n t i o n. t h i s a d

~c

we will give you

a FREE bottle of lotion.

753 -8477

More details later.

9 0 1 Co I d w ate r R d . . .•_.....~,....
. .

$1 ofT golf ft't'S

\\ ith

this ad at Sullintn "s
Expirl's 3-1

Only

DID YOU FORGET?

2 more weeks
until

SPRING BREAK
#

~

' -~

~

7 days & 15 meals

Cancun $429
il
~

Prominent Attorney Faculty

Bahamas Cruise $279

I

7 Nights! Air. Hotel. & Parttesl
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Jamaica $459

~ 7 Nights! Alr, Hotel. & Parties!

Panama City $119

March l is e filinJ! date for
Student FinancH'il Aid
applications for 1996 Summer term(s)

~!~ 7Ntghts! Room with Kitchen

Employment Assistance free
to both graduates and
prospective employers
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Near the Bars!

Florida From $159

Apply Today

•cocoa Beach • Key West
• Daytona

615-269-9900
1-800-336-4457

http:\\ www.springbreaktravel.com

2416 21st Ave. S., Suite 300
Nashville,TN 37212

1 • 800 • 678 - 6386

Note: U.S. Department orEducation niles require all student loan
applicants for the Summer terms to be enrolled for a minimum of six
academic credit hours.
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Financial Aid O_ffice
Sparks Hall ' - Ba.seJTtent
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Quayle will 'stand Intramural& prepare for a change
The real difference is the
firm' on Tuesday
athletic directors of each

activity, then that's, in a sense,
a form of education. We hope
for growth as people begin to
form an allegiance to a residential college. We may not see
that in the first year, but I
think in the first couple of
years it will increase."

BY REBECCA Doun

STAFF WRITER

Bv DANNY L. VOWELL
PHaro EOITOI

Former vice president Dan Quayle will present •standing
Finn". a lecture based on his book by the same title, at Murray
State on Tuesday.
·
The lecture will not be political, but will focue ou Quayle's
experiences growing up in Huntington, ln.
These experiences endowed Quayle with a finn sense of
morality and family values.
In a s~ch on these topics Quayle started a national debate,
a debate that continues to this day.
As the most outspoken figure to emerge from the White
House in the past years of Republican administration. Quayle
continues to speak to America concerning the need to return to
traditional values, a strong foreign policy, and saavy leadership in Washington.
"We want to emphasize he is not here in any way to endorse
the Republican party or any Republican candidate," aaid
Jeannie Morgan, secretary/coordinator ofSGA.
Tickets for the lecture are on sale in the SGA office. Student
tickets will sell ror $4; general public tickets will sell for $6.
Quay)e began his public service career in 1971 as an in~ti·
gator for the consumer protection division of the Indiana
Attorney General's office.
In 197~. Quayle was elected to Congress, and in 1980
became the youngest ever Indiana Senator at • 33 when he
defeating three-time incumbent Democrat Birch B&yb.
In 1988, Quayle was selected by president.W candidat&
George Bush to be his running mate for the 1988 bid.
He served as a U.S. Senator until being sworn in as the 44th
vice president of the United States from 1989 to 1993.
The lecture will be held at 7:30 p.m. Tueaday in Lovett
Auditorium.

1316 APPLt
CAff
641 South

Puryear,

901-247-5798

Serving Mexicait Food
& Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar open till midnight

*Sorry, no m inors after 9:30 p.m.

lntramurals at Murray State
are changing with the arrival of
the residential college system.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Curris Center, said intercollegiate sports will replace the
intramural system next fall.
"Next year, most of the competition will be intercollegiate
competition between the residential colleges," Baurer said.
"It's changing completely.•
Baurer said the new system
will involve teams within each
residential college that will
compete with teams from the
other colleges. Competition will
be based on a point system.
There will be multiple teams
within each college for each
sport, probably in the formation of an A team and B team.
Other teams may be formed to
play for participation points.
Baurer said the planning will
be done in stages beginning
with a point system for the residential college competitions.
"We will begin the planning
process for the residential college competition the first of
April," Baurer said. "The reason is that each residential college will have an athletic director. Our goal is to have those
people identified by the end of
March. The actual planning of

'

residential college will initiate
the formation of teams.

"'We will still have a club pro·
gram available. For example,
we now have a rugby club. Our
goal would be at some point to
the program will involve those
Baurer said campus
have enough interest so that
we could have a rugby team in
athletic directors, and that's ation will organize the sports.
why we're waiting until the
"Campus recreation still will each residential college. If we
first of April. They will meet be in charge of the intercolle- have enough interest to do a
with the campus recreation giate sports; Baurer said. team without one in each resi- .
staff and actually plan the pro- "They will oversee the competi- dential college, and if there are
gram of events. We hope before tions. A lot of things they do opportunities for them to play
the first of April to have a point now will stay the same. They'll regionally, we'd be very intersystem in place, to have a mas- still do the assigning of offi- ested. So there would be those
ter list of activities."
cials, training of officials, opportunities for club sports."
Baurer said the system will equipment for events. They will
Baurer said the Greek sports
also provide the scheduling of system will not be hurt by the
not be limited to competition.
"There will be a point system the8e activities."
intercollegiate system.
that will award points for bow
The athletic directors of the
"There will still be Greek
well the teams do during the residential colleges will orgacompetition
which will be sepaseason," Baurer said. "There nize the team tryouts and will
rate,"
Baurer
said. "We don't
will also be points for things determine the team setup.
want
to
do
anything
that would
"The real difference is the
like participation. At the end of
hurt
their
program."
the year, there will be a resi- athletic directors of each residential college overall champi- dential college will initiate the
"'We've gotten some iiuormaon recognized based on the formation of the teams," tion from the Harvards and the
intercollegiate competition. Baurer said.
Yales, places that already have
"'We want to try each year to residential colleges, and we're
Within each residential college
there will be some teams com- add a couple sports that we going back to them for specific
peting for points. The rest of might want people to try," information," Baurer said. "We
the teams will be participating Baurer said. "If we're supposed want to see what works for
for additional participation to provide an education, and we them, what changes we might
can get some students to try an want to make."
points for that college."

Jim Baurer

recre-

We're just a phone call away!

l•sr.be

762-4478
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Products
Leather Apparel
Unique Jewelry
Tobacco Products
T-shlrtli
Party lights
Blackllghts
Tapestries
Posters

Lean Cuisine

Eatin& Healthy Hu Never Tasted Better
March is National Nutrition Month, so Winslow Dining

Hall is teaming up with Stouffers Lean Cuisine to offer you a

•

chance to lower fat, cbolesterol, and sodium and still enjoy
great taste.
Beginning March I Winslow Dining Hall will offer
Lean Cuisine products every day. Enjoy the great taste and eat
healthy at the same time.

Also:
Every time you enJOY a
Stouffers Lean Cuisine
Entree you will receive a
ticket to register for a
mou_ntain bike to be given
away. In addition, there
wi II be weekly drawings
for assorted prizes

THRU Mar. 17

No purchase nec......-y, must be
21. Campi... rule. at Merv
Oriffln'a Lancing.

WE'Ll GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.
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Visit the M arines from 10:00 a.m-2:00 p.m. at the
Student Center on February 26 & 27, 1996 or contact
Captain /. /. Szczypinski ar Gunnery Sergeant D. L. Marshall
at 1-800-858-4086.

MSU
Discounts
on Tanning
Packages
Choose your own
discount on lotions
with purchase of Month
Unlimited for $50.

Ten weeks may not seem like much r.me.to prove you're capable of being
a leader Bur If yov're toug/1, smart <md deremllnt:d, ten weeks and a lot of
hard II'IOf~ could make you an Officer of MannC'S. And Officer Candidates
School (oCSJ is where you'll ger che chance to prove yorl've got what rt takes
to lead a Ide full of exatement full of chalk>r1ge, full of honor Anyone can say
they've got what 1t takes to be a leader. we'll grve you ten weeks to prove 1t
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ONE FREE ENtRY
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New shipment of swim
suits & T-shirts.

800·919·5905

Reservotlons Required on Saturdays & Holidays

Purchase 15 visits for '
$35 and get a free
sample of lotion.

Across from Paducah, KY, Where 1-2<4 meets the
Ohio River (Exit 37).

7 visits for $17
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"Murray's Premiere
Tanning Salon"
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First greek societies founded in secrecy
BY SLONE HUTCHISON
ASSIST,4NT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR
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· It all started on Dec. 5, 1776 at William
and Mary College. Founded by John Heath
and eight associates, Phi Beta Kappa was
the first of America's Greek letter fraternities.
According to The College Fraternity and
Its Mockrn Role by John Robson, Phi Beta
Kappa's founders adopted an oath of secrecy, a badge, a grip, elaborate initiation,
and the principles of friendship, morality
and learning.
According to Fraternities in Our Colleges
by Clyde Johnson, Phi Beta Kappa's formation was a direct result of a revolt
against the authoritarianism of the college
and the assertion by students of their right to assemble, to choose
those they wished to associate .in their society, to be free to speak
their minds, and to make decisions affecting their own well-being.
Johnson's book also states Phi Beta Kappa was not designed as
an instrument for political liberty. Its principal purpose is the promotion of free discussion of questions of interest to the members.
Three cardinal objectives mentioned in the Phi Beta Kappa ritual were literature, by which they meant the scholarly activities
represented by their discussions, morality and friendship.Tbese
guiding principles were represented by three stars on the original
badge.
According to Johnson's book, the founders were eager to have
their organization cultivate good fellowship, and to insure that
the fii.endships formed "would not end with college days."
Phi Beta Kappa introduced many devices intended to preserve
secrecy. Their oath required of initiates, an elaborate rite of initiation explaining the secrets and mottos in Greek and Latin, passwords, signs of recognition, and special forms of handshakes ~ere

devised to make sure aU secrets were
kept and kept well.
Phi, Beta and Kappa, which represents the secret motto, translates as
"Love of wisdom, the guide of life."
Despite the many successes of Phi
Beta Kappa, four years after its birth the
army of Cornwallis halted college activities and would not allow them to resume
until peace was achieved. According to
Robson's book, the brotherhood died
when it became over-intellectualized. For
over a century Phi Beta Kappa has continued its existence as a dignified association of superior scholars.
Although men were the first to establish Greek letter societies, many women
have followed suit.
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority was founded on May 15, 1851 at
the Georgia Female College of 1836, now known as Wesleyan
College at Macon by Eugenia Tucker Fitzgerald.
It is the oldest secret fraternity for women.
According to Johnson's book a sorority is "a protective league in
which the members endeavored by united action to secure recognition for themselves as a vital part of college life."
Johnson's book states that because the general sentiment at coeducational institutions was very hostile toward women, especially women who wanted to join men's organizations, the need for a
society such as a sorority was great.
Today, there are currently 26 national sororities.
In the many years following the foundings of the first fraternities and sororities, many have come into being for many different
reasons, but one thing remains constant, Greeks will continue to
be an active part of college communities as long as their participants to continue to believe in the spirit of their founding mothers and fathers.

1973. Each spring Delta Sigma Phi sponsored at 10 km run to support the March of
Dimes.
Over the years several Greek organizaPhi Kappa Tau came to MSU in 1982,
tions have been chartered and later quiet- but left. in the late 80's. Originally formed
ly folded as their numbers grew smaller at Miami University in 1906, the fraterniand smaller.
ty chose the American Red Cross as its
Five nationally chartered fraternities, philanthropy.
and two nationally chartered sororities
Begun by cadets at the Virginia Military
have left Murray State since the 1970's.
Institute in 1869, Sigma Nu appeared at
Jim Baurer, Curris Center director, said MSU 100 years later in 1969. After nearly
each of the men's organizations, Delta 10 years of fluctuating between active and
Sigma Phi, Phi Kappa Tau, Sigma Nu, inactive status, the fraternity disappeared
Kappa Alpha Order and Tau Kappa in the late 1970's.
Epsilon left because of small numbers.
Kappa Alpha Order, the campus's most
"It was a decision made by their nation- recent loss, was born on ~cember 21,
als," Baurer said. "No one got kicked off 1865 and came to campus in 1968. The fracampus."
ternity sponsored Old South Week in
Kappa Delta sorority established a chap- whichincluded a parade and a ball. Their
ter in 1967, and Alpha Phi sorority joined philanthropy was Muscular Dystrophy.
the Greek community in 1978.
Jack Bosley, senior from Owensboro,
During their time, each organization served as president of KA when the chapcontributed its own flavor to the ter left. campus in the 1995 spring semesUniversity.
ter.
Delta Sigma Phi was founded on
"Basically we had a lack of membership
December 10, 1899 at the College of the to the point where we couldn't .stay finanCity of New York. Locally, the men cially stable," Bosley said.
received their charter in September of
Tau Kappa Epsilon, better known to stuBY jENNIFER POTIER
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Sororities assist with
community service
BY SARAH

WIGHT
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Past campus societies show diversity
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Though they receive little .,ecoguition, members of Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta and Sigma Gamma Rb0y ·the
three traditionally African-American service-oriented sororities, have volunteered many hours to helping others.
The oldest Mrican-American sorority on campua is Alpha
Kappa Alpha, which is celebrating it 25th year on campus. AKA
currently has four active members. The sorority does not have
one main philanthropy but it devotee mueh time to raising
money for scholarships to elibable high school seniorB;, Needline,
and the Red Cross.
Delta Sigma Theta has been on campus for over twenty ye8.1'8
and currently have three active members. They raise money for
Cystic Fibrosis by holding a walk-a-thon every year. They also
raise money for Habitat for Humanity.
Charlene Shobe, president of Delta Sigma Theta, said her
Greek organization has helped her mature in many ways.
'"It's helped me grow as a person: Shobe said. "'We're founded
on Christian principles, so it has helped me grow in my relationship with God. lt has made me more open to 8l1JIP8tions
and it's helped me see the world on more of a natioDallevel and
not just a community leveL"
The newest sorority at MuiT8y State is Sigma Gamma Rho
which has been on campus since May of 1994. The MSU chapter has six active members. Sigma Gamma Rho raises 'money for
are March of Dimes, Habitat for Humanities, Needline, United
Negro College Fund and Main Street Youth Foundation.
"We're not about quantity, we're about quality,• said Shobe. "'I
would rather have one good member rather \han 20 members
who aren't hard workers."

dents of the 1970's and SO's as the "Tekes"
was known for itsh Keg Roll from Murray
to Memphis to raise money for its philanthropy. Chartered in 1959, they folded in
the early 1990's.
Two sororities sororities also contributed
to the Greek community.
Kappa Delta chartered its Delta Iota
chapter at Murray State in 1967. Locally,
the sisters raised money for Westview
Nursing Home. Nationally they sponsored
the Crippled Children's Hospital in·
Richmond and orthopedic research.
Jackie Dudley, accounting manager and
Kappa Delta alumni said the alumni,
nationals and active members collectively
decided it would be best to pull the charter
because of enrollment.
Alpha Phi joined Greek life from 1978 to
1989. It held a heart fund drive for Cardiac
Aid, its philanthropy. The Zeta Zeta chapter was the only branch of Alpha Phi in
Kentucky.
Jane Hall, former Panhellenic advisor,
said Alpha Phi left. because their numbers
dropped, and they felt the campus could
not support more than five sororities.

T
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Fraternities focus on
quality, not quantity
vice projects despite having
only three members. They have
aided the Student Alumni
Despite small numbers, Association Christmas Drive,
Mrican-American fraternities Murray Coat Drive, worked
Omega Psi Phi, Alpha Phi with the St. John's Baptist
Alpha and Alpha Kappa Psi Church Youth and served as
each do hours of community student ambassadors for the
service work to benefit local Family Resource center.
organizations.
Alpha Phi Alpha was the first
Terry Anthony, junior from black fraternity on campus,
Louisville, and vice president of chartered in 1969. Annually,
Omega Psi Phi, said they hold a the fraternity holds the Black
sponsor walk to raise money for and Gold Pageant, awarding' a
the United Negro College $500 scholarship to the winner.
Fund1 and an annual Black The brothers also care for · an
History Month program in adopt-a-highway spot, donate
February.
to Needline and the Dream
"This year a member of the Factory and perform a step
University of Louisville football routine during the Telethon of
team that won the Fiesta Bowl Stars.
in 1991 will speak," Anthony
Alpha Phi Alpha member
said.
Chris Barber, senior from Cape
Omega Psi Phi was chartered Girardeau, Mo., said they have
at the University in the early begun helping the Headstart
1970's.
program in Fulton and Murray.
April 15, 1972, Kappa Alpha
"We spend time with kids
Psi came to the University. The who may not have father figfraternity's national philan- ures: or whose parents don't
thropic program is the Mrican have a lot of time," Barber said.
American Bone Marrow Donor "Our membership is low
Program.
because we do not concentrate
Kappa Alpha Psi participates on quantity as much as qualiin a variety of community ser- ty."
B Y j ENNIFER POTIER
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Center plans
health programs
BY SARAH WIGHT
STAFF WRITER

In the height of coid and flu
season the Wellness Center is
busy planning several upcoming programs to increase
awareness in illness prevention
and health promotion.
The center has two programs
planned as mini classes held
during March and April; a
stress management workshop
held March 18, 25, April 1 and
8 and a Nutrition/Weight
Control Workshop planned for
March 21,28, April 11, and 18.
Both workshops will be held at
the Carr Health building from
6 to 9 p.m.
Students and faculty will also
have the opportunity to take
part in Message Therapy
March 8 and 9 from 3:30 to
7:30. Students will need to call
to make a half .hour appoint·
mcnt. A Smoking Cessation
class has also been planned,
but the dates have not yet been
finalized.
The programs will be taught
by faculty or people from outside the school who are experts
in a particular area.
The center will continue to
hold exercise groups Monday
through Thursday, including
step aerobics classes. In addi·

LAND OF THE GIANTS

tion a walking group will begin
in April. The group will meet
on Monday a nd Thursday from
noon to one for four weeks.
The program's directors ask
that interested students contact the wellness center to find
out further information and
reserve a place in the classes.
Preference is given to faculty
and staff but there are usually
many spots left open for students.
"It is a service we provide primarily for the employees but
its also open to students," Pam
Rice, co-director
of the
Wellness Center, said.
"The ideas for the programs
were the result of a needs
assessment survey done by faculty and staff," Nancy France,
co-director of the Wellness
Center, said.
The center hopes the information provided by the programs will help prevent illness-

es.
"We hope to get more faculty
and staff involved in health
prevention and promotion ,"
Rice said. "So many people wait
until they are already sick to do
something about their health
and if they would t ake prevention methods before hand they
would save themselves a lot of
time, trouble and money."

Danny Vowell/Photo Editor
Mitchell Bradley, sophomore from Lo uisville, takes a still-life photograph of a saucer and teacup betwe en Ordway Hall and Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center Wednesday morning. The pleasant weather prompte d many students to take advantage o f the outdoors.

Organization for international travelers comes to campus
BY SLONE H UTCHISON
ASSISTANT COLLEGE llff EDITOR

Remember Aunt Barb and Uncle Henry's vacation films? Hours of them waving to the camera
in front of 30 backdrops that ail look the same to
you. No matter how hard you try, you j ust can not share their enthusiasm for the trip.
Many students who have traveled abroad
know how Barb and Henry feel. They want to
talk, but nobody really wants to listen.
Linda Bartnik, study abroad coordinator for
the Center for International Programs, said

many students who have traveled abroad consis- generated and student run. CIP will act only as
tently mention they have trouble finding people an advisery level.
willing to listen to stories about their adventures
Bartnik also said there is a national honors
abroad.
fraternity for study abroad participants and
In an effort to address this problem Bartnik members of the organization will vote on
decided to start a student organization for those whether or not to join.
who have traveled abroad.
"We plan to go to classrooms to let people know
Bar tnik has received a grant from the about the organization," Cheesman said. "We
Association of International Educators which want to let students who are thinking about
provides support for Nick Ch~sman, student -t.taveling abroad know that.-the organization will
coordinator for t he organization, to set up the be there for them when they get back to help
club a nd get activities started.
them with readjustment.
Bartnik said the organization will be student
The goals of the organization are to assist with

recruitment of students for study abroad participation and provide pre-departure orientation to
prepare students who are traveling overseas for
difficulties they may encounter when they
arrive.
All study abroad participants have been invit·
ed to join the organization.There will be an infor·
mation booth in the Curris Center Feb. 26
through 29 from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. each day for
students who would like more informatiol\ abOut
the organization. More infonnation may also be
obtained by calling Nick Cheesman at 762-6352
or CIP at 762-4152.

P.art-Time
ALTERATIONS
P ERS ON

Fa'ihions For Guys & Girls
1l1c Buckle i\ opening its 169th

o;tore in the Kentucky Oaks Mall in
Paducah and is looking for a
parHime alter.ttions person. If you
enjoy working in
a fun
environment then this is the job for
you! Aexible hours and an
excellent employee discounL

Cory Alexander
Mike .Fulkerson
~.,

'ti
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APPLY IN PERSON
at The Buckle in
Kentucky Oaks Mall
(located next to Sun <.:oa'>t Video)

Tuesdav, 'Feb. 27 9am-8pm
Wednesday, .Feb. 28 9am-6pm
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Greg Miller
Mike Ramage
ScoH Stone
Tim Tooley
Ryan Wagner
Phil Williams

IN CONCERT AT MURRAY STATE
UNNERSITY
LDVm AIJDITORftJM
FRIDAY MARCH 1, AT 8 P.l.
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Walleyball games gain popularity
court, with a ball the size of a
STAff WIUTfR
volleyball, but with the texture
and bounce of a racquetball.
What do you get when com- Each team consists of two to
bining volleyball and racquet- three players, hitting the ball
ball? The indoor court sport of across the net and against
walleyball.
walls.
Although some students may
"'t does not take a lot of
think walleyball is a new game, skill," Gallimore said. "It is
it has been around since the mostly just for fun. The rules
late 1980's at the University, are a lot like volleyball rules. It
and before that in other parts is scored like volleyball, has the
of the country.
same side outs, and it is best
"It basically developed as two out of three games, but it
another outlet to volleyball," has the same out of bounds and
said Sherry Gallimore, coordi- ceiling rules as racquetball."
nator of campus recreation. "It
The University currently has
started a while back, but the three co-ed teams, a women's
interest dropped off. It seems to team and a men's team. The
be making a comeback lately."
teams play in the Carr Health
Walleyball consists of a vol- Building on racquetball court
leyball net on a ·racquetball number four, which has been
BY MELODI BROWN

adapted to hold the walleyball bring new things to the camnet and brackets.
pus.
"Walleyball sets can be
"The only problem with
checked out by students," starting new sports is that a
Gallimore said: "If students great deal of students just do
want to start their own teams it not seem to have a lot of free
takes no more than two to three time to participate,• Gallimore
people to make a team."
said. "So much is going on with
Gallimore said they are look- most students, and it is seems
ing for new things to draw stu- that many students are
dents in, especially those who
stretched for time as it is. The
are not interested in the generparticipation level dictates the
al sports usually found on col- programming and timing of
lege campuses.
things."
"Many students have never
Gallimore said it is a great
heard of the game," she said.
''Those who play really enjoy it, opportunity for those who are
and there is even a group of fac- not into the general sports like
softball, basketball, football,
ulty members who'play."
Campus recreation is looking and anyone who wants to have
to begin different sports, such fun and is interested is welas walleyball or frisbee golf, to come.

Council to hold quiz bowl
B Y MIKE OHSTROM

On Feb. 27, ;1.872, Cliarlotte Ray, tbe first African-American
female lawyer, ~duated from Howard University Law School
in Washington. D.C.
One hundred~eoty-fOW' years later, tbe Murray State Black
Student Council will commemorate the event by holding the
first Black History Knowl~ Bowl at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the
Curria Center 'lbeater.
Roslyn White, president of the Black Student Council, helped
develop the idea for the Black Histoey Month program. The
event, similar to a quick recall competition, is open to all MSU
students to par.tic:ipate.
"'This is something that Black Student Cotincil voted on to
help Murray State student& learn about black history," said
lWnee Rowland, director of African-American Student Services
and Ethnic ,Programs.
.
Rowland also Said the bOwl could be an annual feature of
Black History Month at MSU. Admission to the event will be
free. Any interested students may c:ontilet African-American
Student 8ervicee and Ethnic ~ at 762-6836, or stop by
room llOB in the Currie Center lor more information.

Cellular phones part of everday life for some students
BY MARTHA D RIVER
REPORTER

You are sitting in your history class listening
to the professor lecture. The class is almost over
when suddenly you hear something ringing. You
turn and see a classmate pull out a cellular
phone to answer it.
"Many students are carrying them," Loetta
Shelley, English teaching assistant, said. "' had
a student get a call in the middle of a test last
semester."
Shelley said she had also heard of other teachers who had students who had received calls

while in class.
"I think they are very disruptive," said Shelley.
Shelley recalled a day in the coffee shop when
two students were sitting in a booth. Both had
cellular phones.When one rang, both pulled out
their phones to see who was getting the call.
"I think it is ridiculous,"said Shelley.
"However, in the case of someone with a sick
child who just carried the phone for that time
that is different."
"I can call home when I want to," Patty
Shears, freshman from Paris, Tenn., said. "It
makes it easier, but I never take it to class."
Shears said she found the phones easy to use
'

The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
would like to congratulate

:
I

but expensive. She also said callers could
encounter problems with them if they were
caught in a valley and were out of their calling
range. In this situation, they might not be able to
call out.
Shears said her husband bought the phone for
her to use in case she and their children got
stranded
"I love it," said LaDonna Umstead, senior from
Paducah. "I work out of my car and it helps me
immensely."
"They can get complicated because of their
many functions, but with the more functions
they can do, they can benefit me as a customer

more,• said Umstead.
Some students feel secure taking the phones to
class, especially those with children.
Lisa Wulff, senior from Paducah, is one student who always has her phone with her. •
"I only wanted to be a phone call away from my
children," Wulff said.
Wulff said her children know not to call unless
it is an emergency. When she gets a call she
takes the phone and quickly leaves the classroom.
Wulff said her teachers have not said anything negative to her abo~t bringing the phone
to class.

Visit us online!

~ N EW§ll({;JH!7!
Produced by Murr.ly State University's student newspaper

fiRESTONE

Visic us on rhe World Wide Web at

http:/ /www.thenews.org
· on being initiated into

MASTERCRAFT

Produced by '!be Murray State News in
cooperation, with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

. . ,m icron _Delta Kappa •

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

Copies
ON QUANTITIES OF 100 COPIES OR MOR E
ON ALL UNIVERSITY AND MSU ORGANIZATION ACCOUNTS.

1411 Main Street (across from Sparks Hall)
(502) 753-7117

In an age of rough politics. the experiences of America's 44th

Vice President were among the roughest. From his turbulent first
appearances on the national scene to his controversial battles
with Hollywood. the media and the legal profession. Dan Quayle
found himself the target of unprecedented hostility.
Through it all, however. he stood firm for his beliefs and never
backed down in the face of criticism.

Brandon Beardsley
.Justin Beebe
Chris Davidson
Chris Fairchild
Slade Kaykendall
Floyd Keith
Rick Knight
Patrick Kough
.Joachi01 Lange
Ryan McVicar
Raul Rivas
Reagan Rudolph
Heath Skipworth
Corey SJnith
C)\ris Thomas
.Jason Tho01pson
Michael Willia01s
Ben Wilson
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McKinney's win gives MSU
shot in arn1 for OVC n1eet
BY MIKE OHSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

The flu bug caught up ·with the
Murray State track and field team, yet
the Racers that were still standing gave
a solid effort at the Southern
Illinois/USA Open indoor meet
Saturday in Carbondale.
Key athletes who missed the trip to
SIU included runners Charmaine
Thomas, Memette Forde, Dana Bellair
and Jacob Keown, as well as shotputter
Teresa Powell.
Head coach Bob Doty is concerned
with the flu situation, as a few team
members continue to struggle with the
illness, but he feels that MSU can still

make an impact at the Ohio Valley
Conference Indoor Track and Field
Championships today and Saturday in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
"We have to have everybody on the
roster, there's no question about it, but
they all h ave the desire to go down there
and do well," Doty said. "The attitude on
the team is probably the best it bas been
since I've been here, and we have some
chances to have some OVC champions."
Jason McKinney set the pace for the
Racer contingent at SIU by setting a
personal record in the 800 meters on his
way to first place in the event. The
sophomore from Georgetown, Ill., completed the four-lap race in one minute
and 53.66 seconds, followed . by fresh-

man Jeremy Sobecki's season-best time
of 1:58.2, good for ninth.
Senior Felicia Ford led the way for the
women's squad, placing fifth in the 400
with a season-best of 59.76 seconds,
while junior Pam Mason sprinted to
sixth place in the 55-meter dash with a
mark of7.51 seconds.
Ford is ready to claim an OVC title,
having come up short the last two years.
The Cape Girardeau, Mo. native feels
that MSU has a great opportunity to
showcase its improvement at the conference championships.
"We've worked pretty hard, so I think
our chances are pretty good," said Ford,
who ran to second in the 400 as a
sophomore before last season's third-

place finish . "From what we have, we
are one of the better teams."
Other top performers included freshman Tony Jonas, who sped to fourth in
the 600 with a personal-best of 1:24.46,
and junior Gregg Ward, who earned
fifth with a 22.91-second run in the 200.
Doty does like the familiar environment of Murfreesboro, Tenn., as the
Racers ope~ed the indoor season Dec. 9
at the Middle Tennessee State Quad.
"We know how to handle their track
because we have experience there," said
Doty, who is going to his first OVC
championship meet as the head coach at
MSU. "It's a longer track, so we should
have better times there than we have
had at shorter tracks."'

Racers need
win for title,
tourney bye

Scott Nanney/Sta(f
Marcus Brown, a 6'3" se nior guard from W est Me mphis, Ark., challenges the Tennessee Te ch
defense wit h a one-on-o ne move in the lane. Brown's 33 points could no t keep the Golde n Eagles
from sweeping the regular-seaso n se ries with Hurray State 77-76 Monday in Racer Are na.

BYScon

NANNEY

SENIOR STAFF

Wama

As
March
Madness
approaches, the Murray State
men's basketball squad is on
the verge of capturing its
eighth regula r-season Ohio
Valley Conference title in the
last nine years.
Wit h
a
victory
over
Tennessee Tech Monday night
in ~acer Arena, the Racers
would have clinched at least a
tie for the league crown and a
number-one seed in the conference tou rnament, held Feb. 29
through March 2 at Municipal
Auditorium in Nashville, Tenn.
But a heartbreaking 77-76
loss to the Golden Eagles kept
the champagne on ice for at
least a few more nights.
In
a
closely-contested
matchup from the opening tip,
the game was still undecided
until a desperation three-point
attempt by Racer guard
Marcus Brown fell short as the
buzzer sounded.
Head coach Mark Gottfried
said the Racers' downfall was
their uncharacteristic shooting
performance from the freethrow line.
"It was our inability to make
free throws and their ability to
make them," Gottfried said.
"When you go 16-of-28 from the
foul line, it hurts. You make it
real hard on yourself."
Holding a three-game lead
over Middle Tennessee State,
the Racers (16-7, 10-3 OVC)
appeared certain to finish off

the Golden Eagles and all but
end the chase for the firstround bye in the OVC
Tournament. But Tennessee
Tech had different plans.
"I think we've made it harder
for ourselves," Gottfried said.
"It's still an interesting conference race."
Despite the loss, Gottfried
said the Racers were not looking past their final three conference games.
"I don't think we overlooked
them," he said. "But I do think
it's human nature to.kind of get
relaxed a bit. That's something
we've tried to guard against."
Brown, who passed former
Racer and current Dallas
Maverick Popeye Jones for second on MSU's all-time scoring
list with 33 points in the game,
said the team knew wrapping
up the conference title was not
going to be easy.
"We wanted to get all the
hype over \vith and wrap it up
as soon as possible,"' said
Brown, who has amassed 2,060
points over his career. "I don't
think we were looking past
them because we know every
game is going to be tough.
"Every game we play is like
the Super Bowl, and we have to
get up for those games," Brown
said.
The Racers need to win one of
their last three games, including last night's contest with
Southeast Missouri State in
Cape Girardeau, to end the regular season with the OVC title.

Rifle team awaits word Danieron leaves
for Cincinnati

ing," said Green, who aims to
lead the Racers to a 13th topfive NCAA finish in his 15th
The Murray State rifle team year at MSU. "This time of year
has not received official word really saps the mental process
on their status in the NCAA because everyone is trying to
Rifle Championship picture, shoot well, and that creates a
and that uncertainty hurt the lot of stress."
Racers' performance at the Big
Amanda Stone, a junior from
Four Classic Saturday in Wyoming, Mich., led all Racers
with a 1533 total, shooting a
Lexington.
Kentucky won the Big Four 388 to tie for third in the indiClassic with 6200 points, fol- vidual air rifle standings. Stone
lowed by Jacksonville State is not pleased with MSU's
and Xavier with 6174 and 6079 showing in Lexington, but she
points, respectively.
thinks the team will be more
MSU's Gold team's score of focused for Saturday's contest
West
6051 was upsetting to bead with
Virginia
m
coach Elvis Green, but he is Morgantown.
"There's a slight sense of displeased with his squad's effort
appointment and embarrassdespite the circumstances.
"Making the national cham- ment because everyone's used
pionships and All-American to Murray State shooting well,"
selections are goals for our Stone said. "I'm not worried
team, but we're not the only about NCAAs this weekend
ones that had problems qualify- because we've already shot our

BY MIKE 0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

-

)

qualifying score, so there's
nothing we can do about it."
First-teamer Kristi NoakesPenrod did not go to the Big
Four Classic because of an illness. The senior from Pueblo,
Colo. will return for the WVU
match, which she thinks can
boost the squad's confidence
because of its similarity to the
site of this year's national
fmals, held March 7-9 at the
Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
"(The meet) gives us a totally
different atmosphere because
they (WVU) have all those
NCAA championships, so it's a
lot of pressure," said NoakesPenrod, who was an alternate
for MSU when the Racers finished fourth in the nation last
season. "I wouldn't compare
West Virginia with Colorado,
but the long trip will get us
used to the traveling."

BY SLONE HUTCHISON
AssiSTANT COLLEGE Llff EOITOit

Kim Dameron's blitzing defense helped direct the Murray
State football team to their first Ohio Valley Conference championship since 1986, a berth in the Division I-AA Playoffs and the
ninth position in the I-AA Top 25.
But the Racers were dealt a blow when Dameron, MSU's
defensive coordinator and secondary coach for three seasons,
vacated his post for a job as an assistant with Cincinnati.
The search for a new defensive coordinator is not yet in full
swing, but head coach Houston Nutt said he has received 52
resumes from people interested in the position.
Athletic director Mike Strickland said a new coordinator will
probably not be selected until some time in July to let the pool of
qualified applicants grow and to allow time for Nutt and his
staff to further evaluate the team's needs.
Nutt said the monthly paycheck that would be used for the
defensive coordinator's salary will be used for other purposes
until the post is filled.
"We're trying to cut back where we can when we have the
opportunity," Nutt said. "We are feeling the budget crunch just
like everyone else."

Boxing
faced

with
AIDS
•

en1gma
Morrison·s test
over sh adows
Magic's return
A new foe has entered ath letic arenas across this country, and it is spelled AI9S.
The news back in 1992 of
Earvin ,...----~

"Magic "
SPORTS
Johnson's
contraction TALK
of the HIV ....._----~
virus was a C HRIS
slap in the C AMPBELL
face for the L--------~
national psyche. It once and
for all showed to the world
that no one was free from
infection. With a blanket of
microphones in his face,
Johnson remained calm and
quietly resilient while telling
the world what il never
thought it would hear.
With the news of his retirement, many were left with
the impression that this
virus was not able to be
defeated, not even by national heroes. Then, a glimmering light: Magic's comeback
some four years later. Life is
reborn into a struggle tbat
began over a decade ago.
Now, with the Los Angeles
Lakers 7-1 since his return,
expectations and hope were
ignited. We were proud to
see the fight being fought on
a playing field other than
that of political footnotes and
sound bites.
But then another setback
occurred, one that will not
have a happy ending to it.
Tommy Morrison's HIVpositive blood test two weeks
ago is forcing the boxing
world to take a long, hard
look into its bloody soul.
Many of Morrison's past
opponents and sparring partners are getting tested. But
since Nevada is the only
state the requires blood tests
before a boxing match, there
are many concerns about
transmission of the disease.
"The medical world feels
comfortable that the chance
of transmitting the virus in
sports like football and basketball is remote, but we
can't feel that comfortable
when it comes to boxing,"
said AIDS expert Leonard
Calabrese, the bead of clinical immunology at the
Cleveland Clinic, in a recent
issue of Sports Illustrated.
Boxing has always been a
risky sport, and it also pre·
sents many opportunities for
infection. Blood is often
splattered into a boxer's eyes
during the course of a fight,
and it is not uncommon for a
boxer to leave the ring with
an open wound. Thus,
mandatory testing should be
administered before fights at
every boxing venue.
However, the tests may
become a right-to-privacy
issue in the minds of some
fighters , and then at what
levels do you stop the testing? The Olympics? The
Junior Olympics?
In any case, something
needs to be done to protect
all athletes, especially those
that enter the ring. H may
take some time to work out
some details, but time is not
on the sides of those who arc
already in danger of contracting the disease.

,..

SCORECARD

!12
Football
The 1996 Murray State Racer
Football tentative schedule:
1

Sept. 7
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 16
Nov. 23

W. Kentucky 7 p.m.
S. Illinois
7 p.m.
SE Missouri St. 5 p.m.
Middle Tenn. 7 p.m.
Austin Peay 2:30 p.m.
(Homecoming)
Tenn.·Martin
7 p.m.
Eastern Illinois 1:30 p.m.
-open date··
Tenn. Tech 1:30 p.m.
E. Kentucky 12:30 p.m.
Tenn. State 1:30 p.m.
-·open date-

Home games In bold

MSU Season Bests:

Men's
Basketball

•

Racer 1,000-Polnt Club :
Points
Name
2, 484
1. Jeff Martin
2 , 060
2. Marcus Brown
3. Popeye Jones
2,057
2,019
4 . Howie Crittenden
1,902
5. Lamont Sleets
, ,811
6 . Frank Allen
1,716
7. Garrett Beshear
1,557
8. Glen Green
1 ,515
9. Jesse Williams
10. Herb McPherson
1,515

Rifle

Schedule as of Feb. 14

Big Four Classic Saturday
in Lexington:

Intramural
Basketball

Team Standings

As of Feb. 21. the following 22
intramural basketball players had
jomed the Campus Recreation 20.
Point Club:
Scott Benson - 35 points
2/6
2/6 Cory Hart - 20
2/6 Matt Harrison- 31
2/6 Andy Poore · 27
2/7 Cory Hart • 23
2/7
David Burns· 21
2/7 Sean Kimble - 31
218 Shane Kimble - 20
218 Andre McFadden • 23
2/12 Jonathan Criswell- 20
2/12 D. McKnight· 27
2/12 Matt Harrison- 22
2112 James Foster- 31
2112 Jeff Slone· 22
2/12 Scott Benson· 21
2/13 Jon Miller· 30
2/13 Phillip Rigsby - 20
2/13 Kerry Jeter- 25
2/14 Maurice Smith • 25
2/14 Todd Tyler- 38
2/14 Chris Cheaney· 24
2/14 Russell Jennings· 23

1. Kentucky - 6200; 2.
Jacksonville State· 6174: 3.
Xavier- 6079; MSU (Gold) • 6051:
MSU (Blue) - 5974.

MSU Individual Scores
Smallbore Standings:
1. Ken Hicks (11th overa11) 1151
2. Jake Fisher (12th)
1149
3. Amanda Stone (14th) 1145
4. Andrew Cordell (19th) 1139
5. Miike Puncochar (21st) 1133
6. Matt Hayden (23rd)
1117
7. lryt Chance (25th)
1109
8. Mike Desjardin (26th) 1080

Air Rifle Standings:
1. Stone (3rd overall)
2. Fisher (14th)
3. Chance (17th)
4. Hicks (22nd)
' 5. Desjardin (23rd)
6. Cordell (24th)
7. Hayden (25th)
8. Puncochar 25th

388
382
380
374
373
371
367
367

Track & Field ooo..m
Oaffney Moore

Southam Illinois/USA Open indoor Jeremy Sobecl<l
meet Saturday in Carbondale:
=~ay
MSU Personal Records:

.IKKl..m

Jason McKinney
Renee Haley

1:53.66 (1st)
. 2:29.68

Fo~ooas
~Duff

1:24.46 (4th}

4:42.0

~

2:43.53
1:58.20 (91h}
5:55 (1600 m)

Rodney Smith

39-10

Felicia Ford

59.76 (5th)

Trio!eJump
Phyllis Jackson

34-9

mn

300QmAuo

9:52.1

Kevin Terry

Sports

Sports Calendar
TODAY
Indoor Track and Field - Ohio Valley Conference Indoor
Championships at Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Baseball - Murray State vs. Alabama-Birmingham at 2:05 p.m. in
Birmingham
Women's Tennis • Eastern Kentucky Invitational in Richmond
Rodeo • Michigan State Rodeo Show in East Lansing

SATURDAY
Women's Basketball ·Middle Tennessee State vs. Murray State at
5:45 p.m. in Racer Arena
Men's Basketball • Middle Tennessee State vs. Murray State at 7:45
p.m. in Racer Arena
Indoor Track & Field - Ohio Valley Conference Indoor
Championships at Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Rifle - Murray State vs. West Virginia in Morgantown
Baseball - MSU vs. Birmingham-Southern at 5 p.m. In Birmingham
Women's Tennis - Eastern Kentucky Invitational In Richmond
Rodeo • Michigan State Rodeo Show in East Lansing
Equestrian - Missouri Horse Show in Columbia

SUNDAY
Baseball - MSU vs. Samford at 2 p.m. in Birmingham
Women's Tennis - Eastern Kentucky Invitational in Richmond
Rodeo • Michigan State Rodeo Show in East Lansing

MONDAY
Women's Basketball • Austin Peay State vs. MSU at 5:45 p.m. at
Racer Arena
Men's Basketball - Austin Peay State vs. MSU at 7:45 p.m. at Racer
Arena

TUESDAY

Notebook
Misty Pierceall and jason McKinney have been named
Racers of the Week.
Pierceall, a 5'7" sophomore guard from Mayfield, scored
a team-high 16 points to lead the Murray State women's
basketball squad to a 59-46 victory over Tennessee Tech
Monday in Racer Arena. Pierceall's return from an early
injury has been instrumental as the Lady Racers have positioned themselves for their first Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament berth since 1990, as well as a 9-14 record (6-7
OVC), the best during head coach Eddie Fields' three-year
tenure.
·McKinney, a sophomore from Georgetown, Ill., claimed
first place in the 800 meters at the prestigious Southern
Illinois/USA Open indoor track and field meet Saturday in
Carbondale. The Ohio Valley Conference cross country
champion and Runner of the Year established a personal
record in the half-mile of one minute and 53.66 seconds.

The Murray State Athletic Department is holding a
contest to give MSU students free tickets to the Ohio Valley
Conference Men's Basketball Tournament Feb. 29-March 2
in Nashville, Tenn.
Students will be given raffle tickets at the door at
Saturday's game at 7:45 p.m. in Racer Arena. A drawing will
be held during halftime of the contest between Middle
Tennessee State and the Racers.
Murray State's men's basketball team is 19th among

Baseball - MSU vs. Mississippi at 3 p.m. in Oxford

THURSDAY
Men's Basketball- Ohio Valley Conference Tournament first round in
Nashville, Tenn.

157 men's and women's college basketball teams in raising
funds for the American Cancer Society. This is the first year
of participation in the Cancer Attack program for the
Racers, who will soon be joined by the women's squad.

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Congratulations to

RETAIL FASHION

,.-.

Name Brand Fashions for Guys & Girls

Mossimo. Lucky, Dr. Manens.
Calvin Klein, Guess, Levi's & more.

Full & Part-time Sales

Just in case
you decide to buy
the books
this semester.

The Buckle is opening its 169lh store in the Kenrucky Oaks Mall
in Paducah and is looking for enthusiastic people who enjoy
worlang in a retail environment. Learn to sell fashion clothing in a

fun atmosphere. Excellent benefits package. a great employee
discount, flexible hours and advancement opponunitie'\ available.

APPLY IN PERSON
~•t The Huckle in Kentucky Oaks M all
(located next to Sun Com;t Video)

Tuesday, February 27 from 9 am to 8 pm or
Wednesday, Febr uary 28 from 9 am to 6 pm

It's everywhere
you want to be:

Cl Vlfa U.S.A tnc 1q95

131

SPORTS

Lady Racers nearing
OVC tourney berth
MSU 4th in league standings after home cooking
BY BRIAN SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's
basketball team is riding high
once again after consecutive
home wins.
On Monday, the Lady Racers,
9-14 overall and 6-7 in the Ohio
Valley
Conference,
beat
Tennessee Tech 59-46 in Racer
Arena. Misty Pierceall, a 5'7"
sophomore guard, led the way
with 16 points, while center
Stephaine Minor and forward
, Anjeanette Gilbert each added
a double-double, combining for
Danny Voweii/Photo Editor
Murray State wo m e n' s baske tball co ach Eddie Fields, aided by assistant coach Lori Opp, gives 21 points and 24 rebounds.
The Lady Racers shot only 37
instructions to the Lady Racers as they pursue their first Ohio VaJiey Conference Toumame nt
percent
from the field for the
be rth since 1990. MSU ho lds a 9·14 record, Including a 6-7 mark In conference play.

Sig Eps notch win column 37-33
BY CHRIS CAMPBELL
STAff WRITER

'fhe Sigma Phi Epsilon intramural basketball team claimed its first win
Wednesday night at Racer Arena.
In a game that went nip-and-tuck from
the opening tip, the Sig Eps held off a late
comeback to hold on for a 37-33 victory
over Alpha Gamma Rho.
AGR took command early with a 12-6
lead, holding Sigma Phi Epsilon scoreless
for the first two-and·a-half minutes of the

contest. However, the momentum quickly
changed hands as the Sig Epa took a 21-19
advantage into halftime.
The fraternity was led by Brian
Bennett's rebounding and defense, as he
pulled down seven boards and blocked
eight shots.
"Both teams played real hard the whole
time," said Bennett, a senior from New
Madrid, Mo. "I am glad with the way we
played for the amount of subs we had."
Jason Swift's outside shooting kept the
AGRs close, as he led all scorers with 16

points. Swift dropped in a free throw to tie
the score at 27, and it was back and forth
from there until the Sig Epa pulled ahead
37-33 with 49 seconds left.
AGR could not overcome the margin,
even with four possessions to try and take
the win. Bennett hopes t his first win will
turn into something positive for the team.
"'t was balanced for pretty much the
whole game," Bennett said. "No one had a
definite lead until the very end, and we
finally pulled away and held on for the win.
We really needed to get a win."

game, but outrebounded the
Golden Eaglettes 45-32 and
outscored TTU 41·27 in the sec·
ond half.
The Lady Racers' winning
streak began Saturday with
the
75-63 victory over
Tennessee-Martin.
Minor
paced the squad with 23 points,
12 rebounds, four assists and
three steals as the Lady Racers
shot 53 percent from the floor
despite being outrebounded by
the Lady Skyhawks 42-37.
Head coach Eddie Fields is
proud with the consistent play
of his team, but realizes that
the Lady Racers need to win
one more game to clinch a place
in the OVC Tournament.

"We have been playing very
well as of late, but it's been
hard to enjoy these wins when
you have to tum around and
prepare for the next game,"
Fields said...We're playing with
a lot of confidence, and if we
continue to play this way, we
could have big momentum
going into the tournament.."
On Saturday, the Lady
Racers will play Middle
Tennessee State at 5:45 p.m. in
Racer Arena, then finish up the
regular season hosting Austin
Peay State at 5:45 p.m.
Monday. MSU, fourth in the
conference standings, is in position to enter its first OVC
Tournament under Fields.

'Breds drop 5th straight
STAFf

ibPoiT

The Murray State baeebell team auft'ered ita fifth coaaeeutive
defeat on the year aa they fell 9-0 to Tennesaee-MartiD
Wedne&Qay in Martin.
· The Thoro111hbreda were held to three bits and committed
four eiTOl'S in the loss to the Skyhawb. Starting pitcher Bill
Freytag allowed six hita and six runs, three of them eamed, in
four-and-a-third inninp to t..lre the 101&
The 'Jsrede m u:rned frOm a winleq road awing in
Hattiesburg. Misi., losing 4--1 to William Carey Friday followed
by 14-?&.nd J~ deteata to Soutllem Missil&ippi on Saturday

and Sunday, re•pec:tively. Tuesdays game against the
~hawia •t ~ ~d waarained out.

Take a break
with us!
PERSONALS

Only two

UIYI, ohh. just a few mistakes Fall Orientation Leader lnfor.
"EngtishBoy," butwecorrected mattonal Meeting Feb. 28 at
them for you. You're welcome. 8:30p.m. FreedCurdi&Tbuild·

http://wwW.thenews.org
http://www.,triRQd .com/- Solley/

index.html
The brothers of :tX would like to
thank all the girls that hel~d
out with Rush. You did a fantastic job!

Whitman
CARPE DIEM! SEIZE THE
DAY!
Martha's girts • - Don't forget
about March 3rd Hacudap tnp
to v1sit our gir1!

Spring

FOR SALE

-Tape
Thanksii.XAforarecordbreak·

v-

mg good time. We had a blast!

1993 Dodge Dakota Sport,

Love· the sisters of ArA.

6,3.9L,Sspeedstandard, AW
FM cassette, new tires, $9500,
call 762·2627, evenings.

Jack: Got some JAM?
"I sound my barbaric YALP at
the top of the world!" • Walt

weeks until

Dear JeiHea... 1,1 choose the ing.
mO'.riea. You choose the r\Aea.

NOTICE
ATTENTION ALL STU·
&
DENTSIII GRANTS
SCHOLA RSHIPS AVAIL·
ABLEI BILLIONS OF SSS IN
PRIVATE FUNDING. QUAL·
IFY IMMEDIATELY.1 888AID2-HELP ( 1 800 243-2435)

Break!

Cool SO's Deco
Vintage Clothing
Costume Jewelry
Toys • Records
Bar-ware

The Murray
State News

Deco-Rate with us

Advertise in

10% off w/ MSU ID
Open 7 Days
306 Main St., Hazel 492-8164

The Murray

~untailt..

Mon. -Sat. 10:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m.
Sunday 1:30 · 4:30p.m.

State News

'Yallef.
""tei

l8h1Dd "
(G)

M~~ NEWS

RATES
With MSU ID: 15e per word

With MSU ID: 1Oe per word Without MSU 10: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Congratulations
•

INDEX

Without MSU ID: 20e per word

OVER 20 WORDS

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline ......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

ShawnSmee
Aril Man of the Year

..-.o- 11171

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOONO
AlOES
MISC.
NOTICE

..J.b Th._lla A Cll....U.. sa..-

la

"Broken Arrow"
rRI
AJPulno
ID

,..,

"City Hall"

SC)CIAL PRINCIPLES
of the United IV1ethodist Church
Discussion group meets Tuesdays at 11 :30 a.m •
In the Upstairs Conference Room
(Come and go as you need to. Bring lunch if you wish)
at the
United Methodist Campus Fellowship
1315 Payne St.
Topic: Labor/Labor Management - "Collective Bargaining"

•BARGAIN MATINEE'S
Saturday A SUDday
•MSU NIGHTS: •
'JVaday A WeciDaday

Available on campus
7153-0819

--

JUDICIAL BOARD
MEETING

Factory Discount Shoes
==========and-----( Nurse's Uniforms )

St.\IU Sl'l{l'\(, BIU·\1, E\1{1\

THE EssENTIAL DAY SrA
Massage Therapy:
Half- hour ............................ $25
One hour.. ...... .....................$35
Aroma Steam Therapy:
20 minute session .............. $ 10
Facia ls:
Mini ........... ........................ $15
Seaweed ............................$40
Nail Care:
Man icure ........................... $ 10
Pedicure ............................ $20

Downtown on the Court Square
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Feb.26
Tennessee Room Curris Center
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NURSE'S UNIFORMS
NURSE'S UNIFORMS
NURSE'S UNIFORMS
NURSE'S UNIFORMS
_ _ BY BARCO, CREST, AND CHEROKEE ==

(502) 753-9419

At
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EHentiaf :Day -:Spa

University Sq uare 301 N. 12th St. suite F
767 .0760
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APPOINTMENT
Continued from Page 1

search is quite silly," he said.
· Also in question is the lack of coordination of the move with
Human Resources or the Office of Equal Opportunity.
Murray State policy says all regular staff employment must be
coordinated through one of the departments.
Alexander again said this is not a requirement.
"There is no affirmative action requirements on a position
which someone already holds," he said.
Alexander said this movement falls under the promotions and
transfers section of the Personnel Policies and Procedures
Manual .
The manual defines a promotion as "the movement of an
employee from one position to another position of a higher pay
grade or salary and a transfer as the movement of an employee
('rom one position to another position at the same pay grade level
or similar salary."

CONCERTS
Continued from Page 1

Morgan said it is less expensive to hold a concert in Lovett
Auditorium because it already
has a sound system, a stage,
rafters for lights and better
acoustics than Racer Arena:
"Racer Arena is a metal
building and it echoes," she
said. ''The sound is not good in
there, but it is good in Lovett

Auditorium.
"People do not realize how
expensive acts are," she added.
When the comedian Jeff
Foxworthy came to Murray last
February, SGA had to pay him
$25,000.
For a show he is doing at the
. University of Tennessee at
Martin this February, he is
asking for $60,000.
For the last couple of years
SGA has been trying to sign
alternative acts to play on cam-

The Murray State News
~23,1996

Part one of subsection three under promotions and transfers
says in part that "The transfer or promotion may be effected without advertising the vacant position."
Part two of the same section states, "Requests to transfer
employees within a department would be made to the department
chair or administrative director by the supervisor. The department chair or administrative director shall initiate such transfers
by completing and forwarding the Notice of Personnel Action
Form through th.e proper channels.
"In this particular case, he had to ask me," Alexander said.
"There is no requirement that it be approved by the Equal
Opportunity Office or that it be advertised."
Alexander said Fitzgibbon will mruntain his current duties and
pay rate.
The Board will also hear recommendations from Alexander to
change Associate Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson's title.
Alexander will propose that Robertson be ·named a full vice
president with the dropping of the title associate.
Robertson will answer directly to Alexander.
pus.
Morgan said they were excited when the Rcmbrants signed
to play last fall, but the band
canceled for no apparent reason. Other acts have been
singed but then got offers to
play the "The Tonight Show" or
"Late Night with David
Letterman."
Some of the bands that SGA
has tried to get are Blues
Traveler, Indigo Girls and
Smashing Pumpkins.

The SGA is presently negotiating with the Gin Blossoms.
The band is reportedly close to
signing.
Morgan said however one
problem with signing alternative acts is that unlike country
acts, these bands are more of
"fly by the seat of your pants
tours."
Country acts have planned
out their tour a year or so in
advance and arc more likely to
reschedule canceled acts.

Matthew Duncan (right), from Murray, spent Wednesday
afternoon playing roller hockey In front of Pogue Library
with friends Jayson (middle) and Nelson Kempf, from Kenai,
Alaska. Jayson and son, Nelson, have been In Murray visiting
their wife and mother for the past two weeks.

'fhe Sisters of
141pha Delta Pi
would like to thank the brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
·- . for a yfeEfl'f mixer!
. 1-1 .

Goon LUCK, ToM!
Buy any 3 used CDs for only $16
presenting this coupon.

Thanks .for all your hard work.

Coupon expires 2-23-96
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We'll miss you!
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